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Abstract
The chemistry of oxidants and their precursors (oxidants*)
plays a central role in outdoor environments but its importance
in indoor air remains poorly understood. Ozone (O3) chemistry
is important in some indoor environments and, until recently,
ozone was thought to be the dominant oxidant indoors. There
is now evidence that formation of the hydroxyl radical by
photolysis of nitrous acid (HONO) and formaldehyde (HCHO)
Critical
Review
may be important indoors. In the past few years, high
timeresolution measurements of oxidants* indoors have gas-phase
become
reactions, largely due to the large range of materials
1
present indoors
more common and the importance of event-based release
of and the unknown, and likely variable, nature of
surface soiling.
oxidants* during activities such as cleaning has been proposed.
Here we review the current understanding of5 oxidants*
Light conditions indoors
indoors, including drivers of the formation and loss
of
Outdoors, oxidant chemistry is primarily initiated by photons in
the 290and
to 400 nm range. Indoors, solar radiation at wavelengths
oxidants*, levels of oxidants* in indoor environments,
shorter than !330 nm is completely attenuated by windows
important directions for future research.
10
(Table 1).
This precludes many photochemical reactions
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that are important outdoors, including the formation of
hydroxyl radicals (OH) by O3 photolysis. Recent studies suggest
that OH may be formed photochemically indoors from species
such as HONO and HCHO that absorb at longer wavelengths,4,7,22,34,38 but the overall importance of photochemistry in
indoor chemistry remains unclear. Diﬀerent factors govern
photochemical reaction rates indoors and outdoors, and
diﬀerent reactions are likely to be important. While the sun is
generally the only important light source outdoors, this is not
the case indoors. As shown in Fig. 1, articial lights including
uorescent and incandescent halogen lamps emit at wavelengths short enough to aﬀect photolysis of several chemicals
likely to be important oxidants* indoors. Spectral proles, and
therefore photolysis rates, vary depending on the light source
and the presence and construction of light coverings. Outdoors,
photon uxes will be uniform within a given volume of air
unless the light is attenuated or reected (e.g. by clouds, trees,
or the ground). Solar photon uxes are also expected to be
relatively constant in directly illuminated indoor regions.
However, the volume of air illuminated may be small relative to
the total volume, and the volume of illuminated air (as well as
its location) may change more dramatically over the course of
the day than that observed outdoors due to the placement of
windows. Photon uxes from most compact light bulbs

15
Environmental Significance
A clear understanding of oxidants and their precursors in
indoor environments is necessary to investigate much of the
chemistry that can occur indoors. Most indoor oxidant
studies
20
have focused on ozone, since oxidation indoors was thought to
be dominated by ozone reactions. Recent measurements have
demonstrated that other oxidants could be of equal
25 or greater
importance under many conditions, and that episodic chemistry
(e.g., initiated by cooking or cleaning) could be critical to
oxidation indoors. This review describes the considerations
30
important for indoor oxidant formation and loss, as well as
observations and models of oxidants indoors. Important areas
of future research are also identified.
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Fig. 1 Photon ﬂux of common indoor light sources (right axis) shown
with the product of absorption cross section and photolysis quantum
yield of likely indoor oxidants* (left axis). Data from ref. 34, 39–42.

decrease as approximately r"2 with increasing distance from the
source, which leads to large gradients in photon uxes.34 Other
factors are likely to additionally impact the photon ux,
including lamp manufacturer, style, wattage, number of bulbs
in a xture, and coverings such as lamp shades.34 Due to the
large anticipated spatial heterogeneity of photon uxes indoors,
mixing ratios of photochemically formed species may also
display large spatial heterogeneity.
Photochemistry follows a clear diurnal pattern outdoors, with
additional variability introduced by clouds or particulate matter,

Figure 1. Photon flux of common indoor light sources
(right axis) shown with the product of absorption cross
section and photolysis quantum yield of likely indoor
oxidants* (left axis). Data from ref. 34, 39–42.

Table 1 Measured average levels of indoor oxidants* in North American residences, major known production sources, and sources of
uncertainty. Measurements are reported in parts-per-billion-by-volume (ppbv), deﬁned as 10"9 mol mol"1. At 25 # C and 1 bar, 1 ppbv is
equivalent to approximately 2.5 $ 1010 molecules per cm3

Oxidant

Mixing ratios
(ppbv)

References

Major indoor sources

Sources of uncertainty

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)

1–394

Ref. 22 and
references therein

Emission from gas
appliances and transport
from outdoors

Nitric oxide (NO)

0.8–400

Ref. 22 and
references therein

Nitrous acid (HONO)

<1–35.9

Ref. 22 and 70 and
references therein

Ozone (O3)

<1–73

22,71–78

Emission from gas
appliances and transport
from outdoors
Emission from gas
appliances and surface
reactions of NO2
Transport from outdoors

A few highly time-resolved
measurements;
measurements subject to
HONO interference
A few measurements

Formaldehyde (HCHO)

10–70

Ref. 12 and
references therein

Nitrate radical (NO3)

<4 $ 10"3

79
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Building and furnishing
materials and residential
combustion
NO2 + O3

A few measurements

Commonly used levels
measured in non-residential
environments
A few highly time-resolved
measurements
Only one measurement
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